
 

Most of the restaurants near UW are located on University Way which is known as “The Ave” by 
students. After eating on campus for a few days straight, it is very easy to get sick of eating the 
same foods over and over again. Trust me, by the first week you’ll be craving to eat out! You can 
easily find these restaurants by google map if you don't know the location.

1. MeeSum Pastry

I personally didn't like to eat hamburgers and pizzas a lot and I always still 
loved to eat Taiwanese food! I found out about this restaurant since my 
roommate was originally from Taiwan. MeeSum is a Taiwanese restaurant 
located ten minutes walking distance up the ave. It has a great variety of 
Taiwanese dishes and pastries. Although it is not 100% authentic, the taste is 
nevertheless, very delicious. My personal favorite is Broccoli Beef with a cup of 
MeeSum Bubble Tea!

2.   Costas Restaurant

Amazing restaurant for mediterranean food! What kind of food exactly is 
mediterranean? I didn't know either when I went there but the food is very 
good. The pasta is different from the kind you eat in Taiwan, for the sauce 
is more dryer and thicker. They also tend to add cheese into the sauce 
giving it a creamy and indulging texture.

3.    EJ’s Burger

EJ’s burger is the best place for burgers my roommate says. If you are 
looking for a nice big and juicy patty for a nice price this is the perfect 
place. Top your burger off with a milkshake and crispy french fries. Do 
keep in mind that calories might get a little out of control!

4. Thaiger Room

Ever heard of American Style Thai food?  This place is usually packed with people at night. The 
portions here are HUGE~~~ With big chunks of sauce and noodles, you will be on a savory 
adventure. I personally recommend the pineapple fried rice. You can try their thai style noodles. 



Sweet and Sour with a hint of lime, the noodles will have you coming 
back for more. Beware though that the flavors here are pretty heavy.

5.  Henry’s Taiwan Kitchen ( )

Henry’s Taiwan Kitchen offers a great variety of Taiwanese foods from  to 
. This is nice place to go if you are feeling a little homesick. A bowl of beef 

good soup will warm up your heart and also satisfy a hungry stomach. 
Compared to other restaurants on the Ave, the price here is a bit more 
expensive. Be careful not to order too much because portions here are still way bigger than in 
Taiwan. I recommend “ .” Yum~~


